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www.marktranmer.com
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Andreas Angelidakis
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Miltos Manetas
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Mai Ueda
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Rafaël Rozendaal
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Yi Zhou
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John White c
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Angelo Plessas started in 2000 to create web sites as artworks.
This book contains most of the illustrations that he created during
the period of 2001-2003. Some of these works are not yet
published on the web.
Angelo Plessas' works includes web sites for worldwide famous
artists and and art centers such as Andreas Angelidakis, Vanessa
Beecroft, Miltos Manetas, Armin Linke, Xavier Veilhan, Carsten
Holler. He has also participated in exhibitions such as Biennale.net
at Deitch Projects in New York city  and the controversial
whitneybiennial.com.
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Angelo Plessas
2001-2003
First edition limited to 250 numbered copies.
20 copies deluxe limited edition of this book,
accompanied by a signed and numbered multiple by the artist 
is available from onestar press.
Layout and illustrations: Angelo Plessas
Printed and bound in France
© 2003 Angelo Plessas & onestar press
onestar press 16, rue Trolley de Prévaux 75013 Paris France
Tel: +33 (0)6 61 77 38 25
info@onestarpress.com
www.onestarpress.com
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